
RP Data-Rismark October Hedonic Home Value Index Results 

National Media Release 

Housing market remained soft prior to RBA rate cut 

Based on around 285,000 sales over the first 10 
months of 2011, the market-leading RP Data-
Rismark Home Value Index recorded a decline in the 
month of October prior to the RBA‟s decision to cut 
interest rates in November. 
 
In raw and seasonally-adjusted terms, capital city 
home values slid 0.2 per cent and 0.5 per cent, 
respectively over the month of October.  
 
Over the 10 months to end October 2011, Australian 
capital city dwelling values have declined by 2.8 per 
cent on a raw basis and by 4.0 per cent seasonally-
adjusted.  
 
With fixed and variable home loan rates falling to 
below-average levels while disposable household 
incomes grew quickly, and the cost of housing also 
lower, Australians are benefitting from a very 
welcome boost in overall housing affordability. 
 
Across the capital cities there remains considerable 
dispersion in housing value movements. 
 
Sydney and Canberra have been most resilient with 
dwelling values off just -1.4 per cent (s.a.) and -1.1 
per cent (s.a.) from their peaks, respectively. 
 
In the month of October, Sydney and Canberra 
homes both produced flat to positive capital growth; 
0.0 per cent (s.a.) and +1.6 per cent (s.a.), 
respectively, while the other capitals posted declines 
ranging from -0.6 per cent (s.a.) in Melbourne to  
-1.6% (s.a.) in Brisbane. 
 
RP Data‟s director of research, Tim Lawless said, 
“The year-to-date results highlight the divergent 
outcomes more clearly. Over the 10 months to 
October, Canberra and Sydney dwelling values have 
not moved a great deal: up +0.9 per cent (s.a.) and 
down -1.4 per cent (s.a.), respectively.”  
 
“In contrast, Brisbane home values have been hit 
hard and are now off -7.5 per cent while Melbourne 
dwellings have corrected -5.8 per cent after very 
strong 25-30 per cent capital growth over 2009-10.” 
 
“The combination of lower interest rates, cheaper 
homes, and rising incomes is generating a welcome 
boost to housing affordability, particularly in those 
markets where value falls have been more 
significant,” Mr Lawless said. 
 

Change in dwelling values 
Year on year change and decline from peak, seasonally adjusted 

www.rpdata.com/indices 

In raw terms, capital city home values declined by -0.2% in October (-0.5% seasonally adjusted) prior 
to the RBA’s decision to cut interest rates. On a raw and seasonally-adjusted basis, the decline in 
capital city home values in 2011 has been 2.8% and 4.0%, respectively. Adding in gross rents, total 
housing returns are up +0.9% in 2011. 

Released: Wednesday 30 November 2011 (Embargo: 10.30am EST) 
Further information contact: Rpdata.com – Mitch Koper – 0417 771 778 or for Rismark – Ben Skilbeck – 0403 138 172 

Best performing capital city: Darwin, with values up 2.4 per cent 

(s.a.) over the three months to October 
 

Weakest performing capital city: Brisbane, with values down  

-2.8 per cent (s.a.) over three months to October 
 

Highest rental yields: Darwin with gross rental yield of 5.3 per cent for 

houses and 5.8 per cent for units 
 

Lowest rental yields: Melbourne with gross rental yields of 3.7 per cent 

for houses and 4.3 per cent for units 

Source: RP Data–Rismark   + Hobart data to September 2011 * Regional data based on results for houses only 

Source: RP Data–Rismark 

+ Hobart data is based on the final September results,  * Rest of state data based on results for houses  

Rolling quarterly change in dwelling values 
Combined capital cities, raw and seasonally adjusted change 

Media enquiries: RP Data: Mitch Koper – 0417 771 778      Rismark International: Ben Skilbeck – 0403 138 172 
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Brisbane  Melbourne  Adelaide  Perth  Hobart+ Darwin  Sydney  Canberra  
Australian 

Capitals  

Rest of 

state*

Year on year change

Decline from peak

Region Seas Adj. Raw Seas Adj. Raw YTD YOY

Sydney 0.0% 0.3% -0.9% -0.3% -1.1% 3.9% 3.6% $498,000

Melbourne -0.6% -0.2% -2.1% -1.5% -5.4% -1.3% -1.8% $458,500

Brisbane -1.6% -1.7% -2.8% -2.8% -8.0% -3.0% -3.5% $402,000

Adelaide -1.3% -0.7% -0.9% -0.4% -5.2% -0.8% -0.9% $370,000

Perth -0.8% -0.8% -1.2% -1.4% -5.0% 0.5% -0.7% $443,000

Darwin -0.5% -0.6% 2.4% 2.3% -3.1% 3.7% 2.2% $458,263

Canberra 1.6% 3.2% -0.2% 0.9% -1.1% 6.4% 4.1% $475,000

Hobart+ 3.1% 2.8% -1.1% -1.3% -4.0% na na $310,000

Capitals -0.5% -0.2% -1.4% -1.0% -4.0% 0.9% 0.4% $448,500

Regions* -0.8% 0.1% -1.9% -1.2% -3.4% na na $316,000

Change in dwelling values Total gross 

returns

Median 

dwelling 

price

Month Quarter
YOY



OCTOBER NATIONAL INDEX RESULTS 
(Cont’d) 

National News Release 

 

Rismark‟s Managing Director, Ben Skilbeck, added, “While home owners and property investors have 

endured a 2.8 per cent tapering in actual home values over the course of 2011, rental growth has been 

very solid. According to the ABS, the dollar value of rents has been rising at a 4 to 5 per cent pace over 

2011. On a gross, total return basis, residential property remains in the black and its stability has been 

impressive compared with the volatility experienced in Australian shares.”  

 

“Our October results obviously precede the RBA‟s crucial November rate cut. Yet even prior to the RBA‟s 

decision, the ABS reported that the seasonally-adjusted number of new home loans approved to people 

buying established dwellings had increased for seven months consecutively. New housing finance 

approvals are a critical proxy for housing demand.”  

 

“With fixed-rate home loans as low as 5.99 per cent now available in the market, and variable rate loans 

being offered at 6.39 per cent, we expect that the substantial improvement in affordability will flow into 

overall housing activity by the end of the first quarter next year”, Mr Skilbeck said.  

 

RP Data‟s Tim Lawless noted that premium housing markets are continuing to record the largest falls in 

value.   

 

“Based on the RP Data-Rismark Stratified Hedonic Index, the top 20 per cent of capital city suburbs 

ranked by price recorded a -2.4 per cent fall in values over the three months to October compared with a  

-0.8 per cent decline in the bottom 20 per cent of suburbs ranked by price.  The more affordable end of the 

housing market has weathered market conditions better than homes at the premium end of the spectrum. 

We have also recently seen an uptick in first home buyer participation numbers suggesting the cheapest 

end of the market may be responding to improved affordability earlier than other market segments,” Mr 

Lawless said. 

 

In relation to the investment property sector, Rismark‟s Ben Skilbeck remarked, “With rental vacancies in 

Sydney and Melbourne meaningfully below their long run average, national weekly rents showing growth 

and dwelling prices tapering, we are seeing continued improvement in gross rental yields. 

 

“Over the past year the average gross yield on a capital city house has moved from 3.9 per cent to 4.3 per 

cent. Similarly, the average gross yield on a typical capital city unit has increased from 4.7 per cent last 

year to 5.1 per cent today. This is encouraging news for investors looking to get set.” 
 

 

 

 

Media enquiries contact: 

RP Data: Mitch Koper, corporate communications manager on 0417 771 778 or mitch.koper@rpdata.com 

Rismark: Ben Skilbeck, managing director on 0403 138 172 bs@rismark.com.au  
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Seasonally-adjusted values were computed using the X12-ARIMA procedure developed by the US Bureau of the Census. The model was fitted to the logged values of the 

index, using an additive seasonal model with the automatically selected seasonal ARIMA model. Goodness of fit statistics and other diagnostics were all satisfactory. 

*The median price is the middle price of all settled sales over the three months to the end of the final month. Median prices are provided as an indicator of what price a typical home sold 

for over the most recent quarter. The median price has no direct relationship with the RP Data-Rismark Hedonic Index value. The change in the Index value over time reflects the 

underlying capital growth rates generated by residential property in the relevant region. The RP Data-Rismark Hedonic Index growth rates are not ordinarily influenced by capital 

expenditure on homes, compositional changes in the types of properties being transacted, or variations in the type and quality of new homes manufactured over time. The RP Data-

Rismark „index values‟ are not, therefore, the same as the „median price‟ sold during a given period. See the methodology below for further details. 

+ The inherently low sales volume recorded in Hobart, which is due to the small population base, gives rise to naturally higher levels of volatility. As a consequence preliminary results for 

Hobart are not made available. That is, the Hobart data lags by one month the other national results. 

Methodology: The RP Data-Rismark Hedonic Home Value Index is calculated using a hedonic regression methodology that attempts to overcome the issue of compositional bias 

associated with median price measures. In simple terms, the index is calculated using recent sales data combined with information about the attributes of individual properties such as the 

number of bedrooms and bathrooms, land area and geographical context of the dwelling. By deconstructing a property into its constituent parts a much more reliable and accurate 

representation of capital movements in property values can be calculated. RP Data owns and maintains Australia's largest property related database in Australia which includes transaction 

data for every home sale within every state and territory. RP Data augments this data with recent sales advice from real estate industry professionals, listings information and attribute data 

collected from a variety of sources. The hedonic methodology has been created by Rismark International and independently audited by both the Securities Industry Research Centre of 

Asia-Pacific ("SIRCA") and Moody's Economy.com. Both of these independent parties have declared the methodology to be an improvement over the quality of existing measures of house 

price movements in Australia. For detailed methodological information please visit www.rpdata.com  

RP Data–Rismark Results (*Seasonally-Adjusted*) 

Media enquiries: RP Data: Mitch Koper – 0417 771 778      Rismark International: Ben Skilbeck – 0403 138 172 

Table 1

Capital growth to October 2011 (indicative) Sydney  Melbourne  Brisbane  Adelaide  Perth  Darwin  Canberra  Hobart+

Australian 

Capitals  

Month 0.0% -0.6% -1.6% -1.3% -0.8% -0.5% 1.6% na -0.5%

Quarter -0.9% -2.1% -2.8% -0.9% -1.2% 2.4% -0.2% na -1.4%

Year to date -1.4% -5.8% -7.5% -4.4% -3.8% -0.6% 0.9% na -4.0%

Year on year -1.1% -5.4% -8.0% -5.2% -5.0% -3.1% -1.1% na -4.0%

Median price* based on settled sales over quarter $498,000 $458,500 $402,000 $370,000 $443,000 $458,263 $475,000 $310,000 $448,500

Capital growth to September 2011

Month -0.5% -0.9% -0.5% 1.0% 0.0% 1.4% -0.2% 3.1% -0.4%

Quarter -0.6% -2.6% -1.6% -0.3% -0.6% 1.1% -1.0% -1.1% -1.3%

Year to date -1.4% -5.3% -6.0% -3.1% -3.1% -0.2% -0.7% -5.4% -3.5%

Year on year -0.9% -4.6% -6.4% -3.5% -4.6% -2.2% -2.5% -4.0% -3.3%

Table 2

Capital growth to October 2011 (indicative) Sydney  Melbourne  Brisbane  Adelaide  Perth  Darwin  Canberra  Hobart+

Australian 

Capitals  

Month -0.1% -0.2% -2.9% -0.7% -0.8% -1.8% 0.7% na -0.5%

Quarter -1.1% -1.7% -3.9% -0.7% -1.5% 2.3% -0.3% na -1.6%

Year to date -2.3% -5.7% -8.8% -4.2% -4.4% -0.9% 0.8% na -4.5%

Year on year -2.1% -5.5% -9.3% -5.5% -5.2% -3.2% -1.2% na -4.7%

Median price* based on settled sales over quarter $550,000 $483,500 $425,000 $387,000 $453,000 $495,000 $537,500 $330,000 $465,000

Capital growth to September 2011

Month -0.5% -1.0% -0.3% 0.4% -0.1% 3.0% 0.4% 3.0% -0.5%

Quarter -0.7% -2.6% -1.5% -1.0% -0.7% 1.1% 0.0% -1.6% -1.5%

Year to date -2.1% -5.5% -6.1% -3.5% -3.6% 0.9% 0.0% -6.9% -4.0%

Year on year -1.9% -5.3% -6.8% -4.0% -5.1% -2.5% -0.9% -4.6% -4.1%

Table 3

Capital growth to October 2011 (indicative) Sydney  Melbourne  Brisbane  Adelaide  Perth  Darwin  Canberra  Hobart+

Australian 

Capitals  

Month 0.3% -1.9% 1.1% -2.6% 0.3% 1.1% 8.3% na -0.4%

Quarter -0.4% -2.8% 1.0% -1.1% 1.1% 3.6% 0.6% na -0.8%

Year to date 1.1% -5.7% -2.4% -4.8% -0.7% -0.8% 0.5% na -1.5%

Year on year 0.9% -5.2% -1.4% -3.9% -3.9% -3.0% -0.3% na -1.7%

Median price* based on settled sales over quarter $457,000 $425,000 $360,000 $315,000 $390,000 $405,000 $410,050 $266,000 $415,000

Capital growth to September 2011

Month -0.3% -0.4% 0.1% 2.7% 0.8% -1.4% -5.0% -0.4% 0.0%

Quarter -0.4% -2.6% 0.2% 1.3% 0.1% 1.9% -7.0% 2.6% -0.8%

Year to date 0.8% -3.9% -3.5% -2.3% -1.0% -1.9% -7.2% 8.1% -1.2%

Year on year 1.1% -2.2% -4.0% -1.9% -2.6% -1.3% -8.9% 2.3% -0.9%

Table 4

Rental yields October 2011 (indicative) Sydney  Melbourne  Brisbane  Adelaide  Perth  Darwin  Canberra  Hobart+

Australian 

Capitals  

Houses 4.5% 3.7% 4.7% 4.3% 4.6% 5.3% 4.8% 5.1% 4.3%

Units 5.2% 4.3% 5.3% 4.8% 5.0% 5.8% 5.5% 5.1% 5.1%

Units

Rental Yield Results

All Dwellings

Houses
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RP Data–Rismark Results (*Not Seasonally-Adjusted*) 

*The "total return" is simply the sum of the capital return (ie, the change in the dwelling value) and the rental return. 
 
**The median price is the middle price of all settled sales over the three months to the end of the final month. Median prices are provided as an indicator of what price a typical home 

sold for over the most recent quarter. The median price has no direct relationship with the RP Data-Rismark Hedonic Index value. The change in the Index value over time reflects the 

underlying capital growth rates generated by residential property in the relevant region. The RP Data-Rismark Hedonic Index growth rates are not ordinarily influenced by capital 

expenditure on homes, compositional changes in the types of properties being transacted, or variations in the type and quality of new homes manufactured over time. The RP Data-

Rismark „index values‟ are not, therefore, the same as the „median price‟ sold during a given period. See the methodology below for further details. 

+ The inherently low sales volume recorded in Hobart, which is due to the small population base, gives rise to naturally higher levels of volatility. As a consequence preliminary results 

for Hobart are not made available. That is, the Hobart data lags by one month the other national results. 

Methodology: The RP Data-Rismark Hedonic Home Value Index is calculated using a hedonic regression methodology that attempts to overcome the issue of compositional bias 

associated with median price measures. In simple terms, the index is calculated using recent sales data combined with information about the attributes of individual properties such as 

the number of bedrooms and bathrooms, land area and geographical context of the dwelling. By deconstructing a property into its constituent parts a much more reliable and accurate 

representation of capital movements in property values can be calculated. RP Data owns and maintains Australia's largest property related database in Australia which includes 

transaction data for every home sale within every state and territory. RP Data augments this data with recent sales advice from real estate industry professionals, listings information 

and attribute data collected from a variety of sources. The hedonic methodology has been created by Rismark International and independently audited by both the Securities Industry 

Research Centre of Asia-Pacific ("SIRCA") and Moody's Economy.com. Both of these independent parties have declared the methodology to be an improvement over the quality of 

existing measures of house price movements in Australia. For detailed methodological information please visit www.rpdata.com  

Media enquiries: RP Data: Mitch Koper – 0417 771 778      Rismark International: Ben Skilbeck – 0403 138 172 

Table 1

Capital growth to October 2011 (indicative) Sydney  Melbourne  Brisbane  Adelaide  Perth  Darwin  Canberra  Hobart+

Australian 

Capitals  

Month 0.3% -0.2% -1.7% -0.7% -0.8% -0.6% 3.2% na -0.2%

Quarter -0.3% -1.5% -2.8% -0.4% -1.4% 2.3% 0.9% na -1.0%

Year to date -0.1% -4.4% -6.9% -4.3% -3.2% -0.9% 2.1% na -2.8%

Year to date total return* 3.9% -1.3% -3.0% -0.8% 0.5% 3.7% 6.4% na 0.9%

Year on year -1.2% -5.4% -8.0% -5.1% -5.0% -3.1% -1.0% na -4.0%

Year on year total return* 3.6% -1.8% -3.5% -0.9% -0.7% 2.2% 4.1% na 0.4%

Median price** based on settled sales over quarter $498,000 $458,500 $402,000 $370,000 $443,000 $458,263 $475,000 $310,000 $448,500

Capital growth to September 2011

Month -0.5% -1.0% -0.2% 1.1% 0.1% 1.4% -0.7% 2.8% -0.4%

Quarter -0.7% -2.4% -1.5% -0.8% -0.8% 1.7% -1.8% -1.3% -1.3%

Year to date -0.4% -4.2% -5.3% -3.7% -2.3% -0.3% -1.1% -4.9% -2.6%

Year on year -1.0% -4.6% -6.4% -3.6% -4.6% -2.2% -2.6% -4.0% -3.3%

Table 2

Capital growth to October 2011 (indicative) Sydney  Melbourne  Brisbane  Adelaide  Perth  Darwin  Canberra  Hobart+

Australian 

Capitals  

Month 0.1% 0.2% -2.4% -0.2% -0.8% -1.9% 2.1% na -0.3%

Quarter -0.6% -1.1% -3.6% -0.2% -1.7% 1.1% 0.7% na -1.2%

Year to date -0.9% -4.2% -7.9% -4.5% -3.7% -1.3% 2.4% na -3.4%

Year to date total return* 2.8% -1.2% -4.2% -1.0% -0.2% 3.2% 6.6% na 0.1%

Year on year -2.1% -5.5% -9.3% -5.4% -5.2% -3.1% -1.2% na -4.7%

Year on year total return* 2.3% -2.0% -5.0% -1.3% -1.1% 2.1% 3.7% na -0.6%

Median price** based on settled sales over quarter $550,000 $483,500 $425,000 $387,000 $453,000 $495,000 $537,500 $330,000 $465,000

Capital growth to September 2011

Month -0.6% -1.2% -0.1% 0.3% 0.0% 3.0% -0.1% 2.5% -0.5%

Quarter -0.8% -2.4% -1.6% -1.4% -0.9% 1.5% -0.8% -2.0% -1.4%

Year to date -1.1% -4.4% -5.6% -4.3% -2.9% 0.6% 0.3% -6.5% -3.1%

Year on year -1.9% -5.3% -6.8% -4.0% -5.1% -2.5% -1.0% -4.7% -4.1%

Table 3

Capital growth to October 2011 (indicative) Sydney  Melbourne  Brisbane  Adelaide  Perth  Darwin  Canberra  Hobart+

Australian 

Capitals  

Month 0.6% -1.5% 1.8% -2.7% -1.1% 3.1% 8.1% na 0.0%

Quarter 0.2% -2.7% 1.1% -1.2% 0.1% 5.5% 1.8% na -0.5%

Year to date 1.7% -4.9% -1.6% -3.7% -0.9% 0.2% 0.8% na -1.0%

Year to date total return* 6.2% -1.4% 2.7% 0.2% 3.1% 5.1% 5.5% na 3.2%

Year on year 0.9% -5.2% -1.4% -4.0% -3.9% -3.2% -0.1% na -1.7%

Year on year total return* 6.2% -1.1% 3.9% 0.7% 0.9% 2.5% 5.5% na 3.2%

Median price** based on settled sales over quarter $457,000 $425,000 $360,000 $315,000 $390,000 $405,000 $410,050 $266,000 $415,000

Capital growth to September 2011

Month -0.2% -0.6% -0.7% 4.1% 0.8% -2.7% -3.1% 5.2% -0.1%

Quarter -0.5% -2.3% -1.1% 1.8% -0.2% 2.4% -5.5% 5.5% -1.0%

Year to date 1.0% -3.4% -3.4% -1.1% 0.1% -2.8% -6.8% 11.4% -0.9%

Year on year 1.1% -2.2% -4.1% -1.8% -2.6% -1.5% -9.0% 2.6% -0.9%

Table 4

Rental yields October 2011 (indicative) Sydney  Melbourne  Brisbane  Adelaide  Perth  Darwin  Canberra  Hobart+

Australian 

Capitals  

Houses 4.5% 3.7% 4.7% 4.3% 4.6% 5.3% 4.8% 5.1% 4.3%

Units 5.2% 4.3% 5.3% 4.8% 5.0% 5.8% 5.5% 5.1% 5.1%

Units

Rental Yield Results

All Dwellings

Houses
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The RP Data-Rismark Hedonic Indices benefit from exclusive access to the most comprehensive property database in Australia and NZ, 

which is owned by RP Data Limited (ASX: RPX). RP Data spends over $9 million annually collecting new property information and has 

amassed a database comprising over 140 million property data records covering 99 per cent of dwellings. The RP Data‐Rismark Index 

results are reported by the RBA in its Statement on Monetary Policy. The RP Data-Rismark Hedonic Indices have received considerable 

industry praise.  In May 2009, CommSec‟s chief economist, Craig James, commented, “The RP Data-Rismark index has emerged as 

Australia’s authoritative source on home price trends. The property database is Australia’s largest and, unlike the Bureau of Statistics, all 

properties are counted, not just free-standing homes.” Macquarie Bank‟s interest rate strategist, Rory Robertson, has also commented, 

“RP Data-Rismark’s monthly estimates are more timely and reliable than the ABS’s quarterly readings”. The RP Data-Rismark Indices 

have been independently audited by the Securities Industry Research Centre of Asia-Pacific ("SIRCA"), which is a not-for-profit financial 

services research organisation involving twenty-six collaborating universities across Australia and New Zealand. In its review of the RP 

Data-Rismark indices, SIRCA concluded:"...the results of our analysis indicate that the stratified median price, hedonic and repeat-sales 

property price indices developed by RP Data-Rismark represent a material improvement over the simple median price series that have 

historically predominated in the Australian market. In this regard, it is pleasing to see private sector organisations that are committed to 

undertaking sophisticated residential real estate research and advancing our otherwise crude understanding of this complex market.“ In 

addition to the SIRCA audit, Moody‟s Economy.com, which is a leading global economics research organisation, has also undertaken an 

extensive review of the methodology, data and procedures used by RP Data-Rismark to construct house price indices. The Moody‟s 

report‟s summary findings, which were authored by two economics PhDs, are as follows: “The suite of indexes calculated by RP Data-

Rismark represents a significant improvement in the quality of housing price statistics available in Australia…We look forward to seeing 

these indexes as they are released and believe that they will quickly take a central place in the macroeconomic data framework of 

Australia…These data are more sophisticated, detailed and have better coverage than that used in the construction of existing housing 

price indexes in Australia. The high quality of the data makes it possible to implement not only median price and repeat sales indexes but 

also hedonic indexes, which up to this point had proved difficult to construct in Australia due to data constraints.” Other comments from 

the Moody‟s report include: “Perhaps the most exciting methodological development is the introduction of hedonic price indexes to the 

Australian market. This approach to price index construction controls for compositional change by obtaining information on housing 

characteristics (e.g. bedrooms, bathrooms, land size, suburb, etc.)...” 

  
For more information on the RP Data-Rismark Indices, please go to http://www.rpdata.com 
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RP Data 
RP Data is the number one provider of property information, analytics and risk management services in Australia and New Zealand, 
100% owned by CoreLogic  CLX– the world’s largest data and analytics provider.   Through its expansive database, it attracts a strong 
and loyal customer base ranging from real estate agents, finance and banking organisations, government and consumers.  RP Data 
combines public, contributory and propriety data to develop predictive decision-making analytics, coupled with its business services 
that bring insight and transparency to property markets.  Backed by 30-years of history, RP Data is the holder of the country’s largest 
residential and commercial property database; this provides an excellent platform to electronically value very property in Australia on 
a weekly basis - on average 30 million valuations are generated each month.  Recognised as a leader and an established player in the 
mortgage industry, RP Data continues to work with the Australian Finance and lending community to minimise risk and deliver value 
to consumers.  
 
Rismark International 
Rismark International ("Rismark") is a global funds management business that has expertise in the execution of sophisticated real 
estate research and investment strategies. Rismark also has a long history of advising Australian and overseas governments on the 
development of innovative economic policies as they relate to housing and financial markets. As a by-product of its quantitative 
research activities, Rismark has developed the technology and intellectual property underlying the market-leading RP Data-Rismark 
hedonic property price indices and related automated property valuation models (AVMs), amongst other things. In September 2008 
the Australian Stock Exchange ("ASX") selected the RP Data-Rismark hedonic indices as the benchmark indices for the ASX's new 
residential property derivatives market. Rismark’s management team is augmented by a Global Research Advisory Board comprising 
of eminent academics from Sydney University, Melbourne University, and Yale. For more information visit www.rismark.com.au.  
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